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Investment strategies factoring in climate change risk as a financial threat is now "mainstream" for 
pension funds, says former Cbus super fund boss David Atkin, amid a flurry of funds pledging to reach 
net zero emissions by 2050. 

Less than 10 per cent of investors consider climate change a fringe issue, Mr Atkin said at the UBS 
Australasia conference on Monday. 

"When considering 'where does climate change sit in the portfolio?' what we're seeing is it moving to the 
mainstream. We can see that less than 10 per cent of investors consider this [climate change] 
unimportant from a whole portfolio view," Mr Atkin said, citing market research from the Investor 
Group on Climate Change. 

The largest industry funds have now vowed to achieve net zero by 2050 in a flurry of activity in recent 
weeks and months to join numerous countries, companies and Australian states in committing to net 
zero emissions by 2050, including IFM, UniSuper, HESTA, AustralianSuper and REST. 

"Members expect that their fund – they might not be the climate change experts but they expect [the 
fund] to be understanding the risks and ensure that we're protecting them," Mr Atkin said. 
Separately, the $19 billion property fund ISPT neutralised all remaining carbon emissions from its 91 
owned and operated properties via carbon offsets on Tuesday, joining the groundswell of corporates 
shifting to renewable power. 

The unlisted fund, which owns properties such as shopping centres and commercial towers, has already 
wired up many of its properties to renewable energy on-site, contracted renewable energy with power 
purchase agreements, and rolled out energy efficiency measures such as changing light bulbs. 

The remaining emissions, 73,615 tonnes of CO2-e, will be offset via carbon neutral certification with 
the Australian Carbon Credit Offset Units (ACCUs) though seven community-based projects, including 
native land regeneration with Indigenous-owned businesses and communities. 

By 2025 the fund intends to roll out more rooftop solar systems on its commercial, industrial and 
residential buildings with the aim of exporting solar to the grid to become "carbon positive". 



"At ISPT, we recognise our responsibility to anticipate and manage the impacts of climate change as 
part of our responsible investment approach," Alicia Maynard, ISPT’s General Manager, 
Sustainability & Technical Services, said. 

"This is why we have taken action now to achieve carbon neutrality across 100 per cent of our owned 
and operated properties where we have full operational control and, in doing so, will support positive 
environmental, social and economic outcomes for Australians." 

Separately, UK rooftop solar energy and battery retailer Social Energy launched an Australian outfit on 
Tuesday, aiming to make a dent in the Australian residential electricity market by making batteries 
economically viable for households. 

Australian managing director of Social Energy Chris Parratt said the fledgling retailer plans to nab new 
customers by making batteries more attractive via offering market-beating "feed-in tariffs" – payments 
made to households for generating electricity. 

Social Energy will offer customers who purchase and install solar panels and a battery a feed-in tariff of 
40c per kilowatt-hour (kWh) – a tariff not seen in Australia for almost a decade. 

Citing data from EnergyMadeEasy, Mr Parratt said this rate is more than four times the average in New 
South Wales (7.67¢ per kWh), South Australia (8.77¢ per kWh) or Queensland (7.01¢ per kWh). 

"Every bill is different but the average house in the Ausgrid region – with a bill of $2000 with three to 
four people living at home, we calculate that bill with a 10kWh battery and 6.6kWh solar panels, they're 
up $50 at the end of the year," Mr Parratt said. 
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